Lipomas of the Digestive Tract: General Aspects and Imaging
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Abstract

Lipomas are the second most common benign, non-epithelial tumor of the gastrointestinal tract after leiomyoma. They can grow at all levels of digestive tract with a variable frequency. This involvement may be single or multiple in one or more segments. These lesions with a low development can rarely cause serious complications requiring prompt treatment. Therapeutic decision is guided by symptoms and tumor size. Conventional radiography with digestive opacification allows locating the tumor. On cross-sectional imaging, lipomas appear as homogeneous fatty tumors or rarely with internal fine septa. Computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging allow the final diagnosis of lipomas in its uncomplicated forms.
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Introduction And Background

Although rare, lipomas are the second most benign, non-epithelial tumor of the gastrointestinal tract after leiomyomas [1]. Most gastrointestinal tract lipomas are asymptomatic and will be discovered incidentally; they may, however, cause a wide spectrum of non-specific symptoms or mimic malignancy [2]. They can be seen at any age, with a discovery peak in the seventh decade and a discreet female predominance [3]. Before the advent of cross-sectional imaging, the diagnosis was often difficult, because if the study with digestive opacification allowed prejudging the benign nature of the tumor, it did not allow specifying its etiology [4]. Currently, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) allow the positive diagnosis by showing the pathognomonic greasy density or fat signal of these tumors [5-6]. We have done a review of the literature on the general appearance, the location, the clinical, and radiological aspects as well as the therapeutic management of these tumors.

Review

Anatomical general aspects

Lipomas appear as a yellowish mass, rounded or oval, with regular or lobulated contour. At the level of the digestive tract, they can be sessile or pedunculated; these are tumors of slow growth that can affect the digestive tract at all levels [3-6]. The majority of these masses are from the submucosa (90% to 95%) and 5% to 10% are only subserosal [7-8]. Because of this very superficial position, and thanks to the strength of peristalsis, lipomas are easily attracted into the digestive lumen during their growth and form a polyp or an intraluminal pseudo-pedicle [4]. Often unique, lipomas of the gastrointestinal tract can be multiple [9-12] or can be exceptionally associated with other digestive tumor formations as stromal tumors and adenomatous polyps [13]. Franc Law evaluates the frequency of these multifocal gastrointestinal lipomas among 14% to 26% of...
Lipomas of the esophagus

General Characteristics

Lipoma of the esophagus is relatively rare. This entity, not exceeding 1.5% of all gastrointestinal lipomas, represents 15% of all benign tumors of the esophagus. It affects both genders but with a strong male predominance. This affection is generally diagnosed in adults after age 50, but severe pediatric cases have often been reported [27-28]. The preferred site is the upper third of the esophagus, but any other part can be affected [9]. Lipomas of the esophagus are very variable in size: the pedunculated forms are often the most voluminous ones, which can go up to more than 20 cm of height [29]. No multiple form of esophageal lipoma has been reported so far. Clinical symptomatology is highly variable. Esophageal lipomas remain asymptomatic for a long time and can reach a considerable size before causing clinical symptoms, often of an obstruction type [30]. Dysphagia is the most common symptom. A massive hemorrhage may occur by voluminous lipoma ulceration. Other minor signs, such as the sensation of fullness in the throat, dysphonia, sleep apnea, and many nonspecific symptoms (cough, weight loss, or asthenia), can be seen. The pedunculated lipoma can involve the vital risk by asphyxia through its possible regurgitation [31]. Indeed, this pedunculated tumor is potentially mobile, especially when it is located at the aerodigestive bifurcation or at the hypopharynx [3]. The endoscopy does not always allow the diagnosis because these tumors are often covered with normal mucosa. Patients with significant clinical symptoms or those who have an hemorrhagic complication require surgical management. Fumagalli has reported that all pedunculated lipomas of the esophagus present a surgery indication because they often may become symptomatic in a very severe way [29]. Given the frequency of these tumors of the upper third of the esophagus, a cervicotomy with resection of the mass is often the preferred technique. Small tumors are easily treated endoscopically with an excellent prognosis [32]. Currently, giant pedunculated tumors can be resected without difficulty by trans-oral route in diverticuloscope [29].

Imaging

The esophageal transit usually shows a pedunculated mass, often with regular contours, with possible dilatation of the esophagus upstream [53]. In this case, lipoma can be mistaken as an achalasia with overlying retention [34]. After a digestive opacification, this mass may present undulations related to an intrinsic peristalsis. It is often difficult to distinguish giant lipomas.
from sarcomas, especially when the surface is irregular or ulcerated. Also, the appearance may be identical to that of a polyp or leiomyoma. CT scan is the first-line examination to give a definitive diagnosis of lipoma when bringing out an homogeneous mass of greasy density between -80 and -120 HU [35]. However, Taylor reported two cases in 1990 of heterogeneous lipomas with visible septas on CT and which corresponded to fibrovascular septas in histological study [5]. MRI brings out a mass of adipose component with high-intensity signal on T1 and intermediate to intense on T2; and it especially allows specifying the exact size and location of the mass and the pedicle so as to lead a prospective therapeutic procedure [29].

**Lipomas of the stomach**

*General Characteristics*

The stomach is the third site location of digestive tract lipomas with a percentage of 11.6% of all gastrointestinal lipomas [1]. Gastric lipomas constitute only 3% to 5% of all benign tumors of the stomach [36] and are less common than adenoma, leiomyoma, or stromal tumor [15]. The average age of patients at this diagnosis is 60 years, and both genders can be affected in the same way. These tumors are preferentially localized in the antrum, they are often solitary, with a size larger than 5 cm [4], and can then prolapse into the pylorus because of obstructive complications [3, 30]. Multifocal gastric lipomas are exceptional [9, 18]. These tumors are asymptomatic for a long time and so of a fortuitous discovery. The clinical manifestations of gastric lipomas are dependent upon their size and location. Ulceration and hemorrhage are frequent when the tumor size goes beyond 2 cm [37]. These are then signs of complication of hemorrhage [7, 58-59] or intussusceptions type, which lead to the diagnosis of these lesions. In endoscopy, like all other digestive lipomas, gastric lipomas appear to be covered with normal mucosal tissue, but they may also present as superficial ulcerations [36]. Therapeutically, surgery seems to be indicated for symptomatic patients only. It is a simple enucleation or resection or an antrectomy or partial gastrectomy for giant tumors [38]. The prognosis is excellent. No recurrence after excision or degeneration has been reported, which allows as much as possible a limited surgery.

*Imaging*

There is no specific sign of lipoma in eso-gastro-duodenal transit, but some signs may suggest the diagnosis: mass projecting on the gastric region over the unprepared layout, more or less regular mark on the layout with barium repletion, visible contours between the lipomatous formation, and the peritumoral sclerotic connective tissue. Intramural sessile tumors are smooth and appear as a rounded lacuna with regular contours. Frequent superficial ulcerations may imply a malignancy [7]. A lipoma causing intussusceptions is visible in the bulb, which is distended. The complete central invagination of the lower part of the stomach into the duodenum causes the opacification of the upper portion of the stomach associated with a huge antral lacunar image. In the case of a complete lateral invagination, the antral region is laminated and the upper portion of the bulb is amputated because of repression by the tumor [4]. The gastro-duodenal transit is negative in case of subserosal lipoma. In total, the radiological diagnosis is often that of a benign tumor (polyp or conjunctiva benign tumor). When it was performed, angiography showed a hypovascular mass associated with an attraction of peritumoral vessels but without the characteristics of malignancy [7]. The diagnosis is easily performed on CT or MRI for uncomplicated forms, highlighting the fat density or homogeneous fat signal, rarely heterogeneous with fine intraliesional septa [3, 37] (Figure 1). The presence of ulceration or complication, such as intussusception, can make the diagnosis more difficult because the lesion becomes very heterogeneous [35, 37].
Lipomas of the small intestine

General Characteristics

Lipomas of the small intestine are the second gastrointestinal benign tumor at this level after stromal tumors [3]. They represent 15% to 15% of all the intestinal benign tumors [1] and less than 36% of all digestive tract lipomas [3-4, 7]. They are seen more frequently on ileal or on duodenal portion [4, 7, 30]. Lipomas of the small bowel are often solitary, but can be multifocal, and in this case, an association with Crohn’s disease is possible [30]. Multifocal lipomas can be uni-segmental or pluri-segmental [9-10]. Lipomas of Meckel’s diverticulum are rarely reported [1]. There is no affection predominance regarding gender, and the average age of diagnosis is 60 years. The average tumor size is 4 cm but it can reach to more than 30 cm. These tumors have a clinical latency in the 43% of the cases reviewed by Bruneton, et al. [40]. Lipomas of the terminal ileum or the region of ileocecal valve can cause symptoms mimicking acute appendicitis [1]. A palpable mass often corresponds to an invagination rather than the tumor itself. Intussusception and hemorrhage constitute the major complications of these tumors [41-42]. Duodenal pedunculated lipomas can be treated endoscopically [42]. Other tumors require an enterotomy with complete resection. New endoscopic techniques have been developed recently to better manage the giant pedunculated lipomas [45].

Imaging

The barium transit shows a sessile or pedunculated tumor (Figure 2) whose shape is changing on successive layouts in response to intestinal peristaltic activity. The translucent aspect of lipomas is rarely reported. When it was performed, the arteriography could show the lesion, without
specifying its nature. In uncomplicated forms, CT shows a mass of pathognomonic homogeneous fat density [35] (Figure 3) or with intratumoral septa [3, 37]. In case of intussusception, CT diagnosis can become difficult if the tumor takes a complex aspect of mixed density [30]. The echography rarely shows an echogenic mass but can easily highlight the characteristic aspect in “pseudo- kidney” in case of intussusceptions [30]. On MRI, lipomas are hyperintense in T1 and of intermediate intensity to hyperintense in T2.

FIGURE 2: Plain radiograph of the abdomen after barium opacification of the digestive tract
Endoluminal lacuna with regular contours in ileal segment of the small bowel evoking a benign tumor.
Lipomas of the colon and rectum

General Characteristics

The colon is the first location site of gastrointestinal lipomas. According to Agha and Thompson, lipomas of the colon represent 65% to 75% of all gastrointestinal lipomas [7, 30]. This percentage is 51.1% for Bruneton [4]. It is the second most common benign tumor of the distant colon after adenomas [8, 35], and it is estimated at 4% of all benign tumors of the colon [4]. The age of discovery is 50 to 70 years with a female predominance [44]. The cecum is the most frequent location site, followed by the right colon and the sigmoid [3, 30]. For Bruneton, lipomas of the colon and rectum are distributed as follows: 29.22% in the caecum, 20.9% in the right colon, 15.8% in the transverse colon, 29.7% at the left colon, and 4.4% in the rectum [4]. This distribution is quite the opposite of adenocarcinoma and colonic adenomatous polyps. Most of colonic lipomas are solitary but can be multifocal on the same colonic segment [30, 45] or on different segments [3]. The multifocal colonic lipomas are between 13% and 14% [1, 40]. The true lipoma of the ileocecal valve is to be differentiated from the frequent lipomatosis at this level. The true lipoma is a well-limited encapsulated greasy tumor, arising from the valve and would be then asymmetrical to this valve, contrary to lipomatosis which is a diffuse fatty infiltration and symmetrical to the valve [3, 30]. The average size of the colon lipoma is 3 cm. Clinical latency concerns more than 30% of patients, and symptoms are not necessarily directly related to the lipoma [46]. As with all intestinal lipomas, a palpable mass corresponds generally to an intussusception, which is the main complication of colorectal lipomas. Exceptionally, lipomas can be spontaneously externalized [9] or prolapsed through the rectum [47]. Colonoscopy can confirm the benign nature of the tumor when it is developing in submucosa or intraluminal [46]. This examination may be carried out before deciding on a possible endoscopic ablation [48].
case of subserosal development or in case of giant form with clinical signs, surgery is performed rather than endoscopic ablation. If the lesion is asymptomatic, there is no treatment to propose.

Imaging

Radiological diagnosis based on the transparent appearance of lipomas is almost impossible to determine because of the interposition of intestinal gas.

Barium enema may show characteristic signs of sessile benign tumor (Figure 4) or pedunculated sometimes associated with signs of partial or complete intussusceptions [49-50]. Tumors less than 2 cm may not be seen on barium enema [44]. Colonic water enema recommended by some authors would be useful for the diagnosis since lipomas are less dense than water. However, this examination is requested because of the suspicion of lipoma, and its usefulness is limited by the fact that lipomas are not all radiolucent. This technique has lost favor over new radiological techniques. The conventional radiological aspect evokes rarely a malignant tumor. In 1985, Hall, et al. reported a caecal lipoma manifested by a gastrointestinal hemorrhage whose angiographic aspect suggested an angiodysplasia related to intratumoral vascular abnormalities; the hemorrhage was due to ulceration [51]. Ultrasound can show an echogenic mass, slightly hypoechoic, or with thin internal septations (Figure 5), but without vascular flow on Doppler examination (Figure 6). Computerized tomography has revolutionized the diagnosis of colorectal lipoma. It can affirm the diagnosis by showing a tumor greasy density between -80 to -120 UH. CT is the first-line examination, enabling the definitive diagnosis of lipoma. Virtual colonoscopy appears to be very efficient for the diagnosis of the colonic lipoma. MRI should be more sensitive than CT for the detection of small lipomas [3, 5-6, 35, 52-53].
FIGURE 5: Sonographic axial image passing at the right hypochondrium region
Hypoechoic mass with internal thin septations in the right colon suspecting a lipoma. This is the same patient as Figure 4.
Conclusions

Lipomas of the gastrointestinal tract are non-epithelial benign tumors without risk of malignancy, but might rarely give rise to serious complications. The clinical manifestations vary according to the location and the size of these lesions. Conventional radiology, coupled with digestive opacification, allows suspecting the benign nature of the tumor. Ultrasound can rarely suspect the diagnosis. CT and MRI have revolutionized the diagnosis of this condition and allow follow-up in case of therapeutic abstention.
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